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delpol@vsnl.com
From:

SHARMA, ANAND. P [SHARMAANAND@INDIANOIL.IN]

Sent:

Monday, November 04, 2013 5:00 PM

To:

delpol@vsnl.com; dcp-south-dl@nic.in

Cc:

cp.bsbassi@nic.in

Subject:

appreciation - SI ShrI Bhardwaj and his team of beat constables of Moti Bagh-I, Nanak Pura
and R.K.Puram

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status:

Red

My mother aged about 85 years, who is a patient of dementia, left our house at Nanak Pura at around
5.00 PM on 25th October 2013.
She some how crossed to Sector 8, R.K.Puram , where a shoe maker observed her and gave shelter in
his shop. Finally she was handed over to beat Policemen of Sector-8.
I remembered the story of an old man with same dieses, who kept on moving on Delhi roads, and finally
died of hunger and thirst, as in Delhi, no one helps another.
At around 7.00 PM while I was searching her in Moti Bagh-I. two policemen on Bike , in Begum Zadi
Market noticed my unusual behaviour and came to help me. To my great surprise, they used their
personal mobiles and immediately exchanged information with their beat officers in Nanak Pura and
adjoining area. They consoled me that all of their team members have ben apprised, and any woman of
explained description will be scanned by their team.
Finally, at around 10.00 PM. she was traced in R.K.Puram Police Station. I realised that SI/ ASI Mr.
Bhardwaj and his team spent more than two hour and took her to all places which she could tell in order
to find her house.
By this message, I wish to express my gratitude to the team of Beat Officers of Moti Bagh – I, Nanak
Pura and R.K.Puram , who have helped us in the same spirit as as if the lost lady was their Mother. I
also wish to extend my special gratitude to Shri Bhardwaj, ASI/SI of R.K.Puram Police Station and his
team who has gone beyond his duty and tried to trace our residence.
With Regards,
A.P.Sharma
CFM
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